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A categorical analysisA categorical analysisA categorical analysis

Experimental designExperimental design

Word generationWord generation GG
Word repetitionWord repetition RR

R G R G R G R G R G R GR G R G R G R G R G R G

G G -- R = Intrinsic word generationR = Intrinsic word generation

…under assumption of …under assumption of pure insertionpure insertion,,
ieie, that G and R do not differ in other ways, that G and R do not differ in other ways
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Cognitive ConjunctionsCognitive ConjunctionsCognitive Conjunctions
•• One way to One way to minimiseminimise problem of pure insertion is to problem of pure insertion is to 

isolate same process in several different ways (isolate same process in several different ways (ieie, , 
multiple subtractions of different conditions)multiple subtractions of different conditions)
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Visual ProcessingVisual Processing V V 
Object Recognition Object Recognition RR
Phonological RetrievalPhonological Retrieval PP

Object viewingObject viewing R,VR,V
ColourColour viewingviewing VV
Object namingObject naming P,R,VP,R,V
ColourColour namingnaming P,VP,V

(Object (Object -- ColourColour viewing)   [1 viewing)   [1 --1 0 0] 1 0 0] 
&&

(Object (Object -- ColourColour naming)    [0 0 1 naming)    [0 0 1 --1]1]

[ R,V [ R,V -- V ] & [ P,R,V V ] & [ P,R,V -- P,V ] = R & R =  RP,V ] = R & R =  R

(assuming (assuming RxPRxP = 0; see later)= 0; see later)

Price et al, 1997
Common object Common object 

recognition response (R)recognition response (R)
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Cognitive ConjunctionsCognitive ConjunctionsCognitive Conjunctions
•• Original (SPM97) definition of conjunctions Original (SPM97) definition of conjunctions 

entailed sum of two simple effects (A1entailed sum of two simple effects (A1--A2 + A2 + 
B1B1--B2) plus B2) plus exclusiveexclusive masking with masking with 
interaction (A1interaction (A1--A2) A2) -- (B1(B1--B2)B2)

•• IeIe, “effects significant and of similar size”, “effects significant and of similar size”

•• (Difference between conjunctions and (Difference between conjunctions and 
masking is that conjunction pmasking is that conjunction p--values reflect values reflect 
the conjoint probabilities of the contrasts)the conjoint probabilities of the contrasts)

•• SPM2 SPM2 defintiondefintion of conjunctions uses of conjunctions uses 
advances in Gaussian Field Theory (advances in Gaussian Field Theory (e.ge.g,       ,       
TT22 fields), allowing corrected pfields), allowing corrected p--valuesvalues

•• However, the logic has changed slightly, in However, the logic has changed slightly, in 
that that voxelsvoxels can survive a conjunction even can survive a conjunction even 
though they show an interactionthough they show an interaction
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A (linear) parametric contrastA (linear) parametric contrastA (linear) parametric contrast

Linear effect Linear effect 
of time of time 
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Nonlinear parametric design matrixNonlinear parametric design matrixNonlinear parametric design matrix

Inverted ‘U’ response toInverted ‘U’ response to
increasing word presentationincreasing word presentation

rate in the DLPFCrate in the DLPFC
SPM{F}SPM{F}

Polynomial expansion:Polynomial expansion:
f(xf(x) ~ ) ~ β1 x + β2 x2 + ...

…(N-1)th order for N levels
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E.gE.g, F, F--contrast [0 1 0] on contrast [0 1 0] on 
Quadratic Parameter =>Quadratic Parameter =>
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Interactions and pure insertionInteractions and pure insertionInteractions and pure insertion

•• Presence of an interaction can show a failure of Presence of an interaction can show a failure of 
pure insertion (using earlier example)…pure insertion (using earlier example)…
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Visual ProcessingVisual Processing V V 
Object Recognition Object Recognition RR
Phonological RetrievalPhonological Retrieval PP

Object viewingObject viewing R,VR,V
ColourColour viewingviewing VV
Object namingObject naming P,R,V,P,R,V,RxPRxP
ColourColour namingnaming P,VP,V NamingNaming--specific specific 

object recognitionobject recognition
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(Object (Object –– ColourColour) x (Viewing ) x (Viewing –– Naming) Naming) 

[1 [1 --1 0 0] 1 0 0] -- [0 0 1 [0 0 1 --1] = [1 1] = [1 --1] 1] ⊗⊗ [1 [1 --1] = [1 1] = [1 --1 1 --11 1]1]

[ R,V [ R,V -- V ] V ] -- [ [ P,R,V,P,R,V,RxPRxP -- P,V ] =  R P,V ] =  R –– R,R,RxPRxP =  =  RxPRxP



Interactions and pure insertionInteractions and pure insertionInteractions and pure insertion
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(Linear) Parametric Interaction(Linear) Parametric Interaction(Linear) Parametric Interaction

A (Linear) A (Linear) 
TimeTime--byby--ConditionCondition

InteractionInteraction
((““Generation strategyGeneration strategy””?) ?) 

Contrast: [5 3 1 Contrast: [5 3 1 --1 1 --3 3 --5]5] ⊗⊗ [[--1 1]1 1]



Nonlinear Parametric InteractionNonlinear Parametric InteractionNonlinear Parametric Interaction

Factorial Design with 2 factors:Factorial Design with 2 factors:

1.1. Gen/Rep (Categorical, 2 levels)Gen/Rep (Categorical, 2 levels)
2.2. Time (Parametric, 6 levels)Time (Parametric, 6 levels)

Time effects modelled with both Time effects modelled with both 
linear and quadratic componentslinear and quadratic components…… G-R Time

Lin
G x T
Lin

Time
Quad

G x T
Quad

FF--contrast tests for nonlinearcontrast tests for nonlinear
GenerationGeneration--byby--Time interactionTime interaction

(including both linear and (including both linear and 
Quadratic components)Quadratic components)
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SPM{Z}SPM{Z}

AttentionalAttentional modulation ofmodulation of
V1 V1 -- V5 contributionV5 contribution

AttentionAttention

V1V1
V5V5
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Psycho-physiological Interaction (PPI)PsychoPsycho--physiological Interaction (PPI)physiological Interaction (PPI)

Parametric, factorial design, in which 
one factor is psychological (eg attention)

...and other is physiological (viz. activity 
extracted from a brain region of interest)
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V1xAttV1 Att V1 x Att

0         0        1



Psycho-physiological Interaction (PPI)PsychoPsycho--physiological Interaction (PPI)physiological Interaction (PPI)

•• PPIsPPIs tested by a GLM with form:tested by a GLM with form:

yy = (= (V1V1××AA).).ββ11 + + V1V1..ββ22 + + AA..ββ33 + + εε c = [1 0 0]c = [1 0 0]

•• However, the interaction term of interest, However, the interaction term of interest, V1V1××AA, is the product of V1 , is the product of V1 
activity and Attention block AFTER convolution with HRFactivity and Attention block AFTER convolution with HRF

•• We are really interested in interaction at neural level, but:We are really interested in interaction at neural level, but:

(HRF (HRF ⊗⊗ V1) V1) ×× (HRF (HRF ⊗⊗ A)    A)    ≠≠ HRFHRF ⊗⊗ (V1 (V1 ×× AA) ) 

(unless A low frequency, (unless A low frequency, egeg, blocked; so problem for event, blocked; so problem for event--related related PPIsPPIs))

•• SPM2 can effect a SPM2 can effect a deconvolutiondeconvolution of physiological of physiological regressorsregressors (V1), before (V1), before 
calculating interaction term and calculating interaction term and reconvolvingreconvolving with the HRFwith the HRF

•• DeconvolutionDeconvolution is illis ill--constrained, so regularised using smoothness priorsconstrained, so regularised using smoothness priors
(using (using ReMLReML))
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Epoch vs EventsEpoch Epoch vsvs EventsEvents

Convolved 
with HRF

=>

Blocks of events
Delta

functions

• Epochs are periods of sustained stimulation 
(e.g, box-car functions)

• Events are impulses (delta-functions)

• In SPM99, epochs and events are distinct (eg, 
in choice of basis functions)

• In SPM2, all conditions are specified in terms 
of their 1) onsets and 2) durations…

… events simply have zero duration

• Near-identical regressors can be created by:  
1) sustained epochs, 2) rapid series of events 
(SOAs<~3s)

• i.e,   designs can be blocked or intermixed           
… models can be epoch or event-related

•• EpochsEpochs are periods of sustained stimulation are periods of sustained stimulation 
((e.ge.g, box, box--car functions)car functions)

•• EventsEvents are impulses (deltaare impulses (delta--functions)functions)

•• In In SPM99, epochs and events are distinct (SPM99, epochs and events are distinct (egeg, , 
in choice of basis functions)in choice of basis functions)

•• In SPM2, all conditions are specified in terms In SPM2, all conditions are specified in terms 
of their 1) of their 1) onsetsonsets and 2) and 2) durations…durations…

… events simply have zero duration… events simply have zero duration

•• NearNear--identical identical regressorsregressors can be created by:  can be created by:  
1) sustained epochs, 2) rapid series of events 1) sustained epochs, 2) rapid series of events 
((SOAsSOAs<~3s)<~3s)

•• i.ei.e,   ,   designsdesigns can be can be blockedblocked or or intermixed           intermixed           
… … modelsmodels can be can be epochepoch or or eventevent--relatedrelated

Boxcar 
function

Sustained epoch



1. Randomised (intermixed) trial order
c.f. confounds of blocked designs (Johnson et al 1997)

1. 1. RandomisedRandomised (intermixed) (intermixed) trialtrial orderorder
c.f. confounds of blocked designs (Johnson et al 1997)c.f. confounds of blocked designs (Johnson et al 1997)

Advantages of Event-related fMRIAdvantages ofAdvantages of EventEvent--related related fMRIfMRI



Randomised

O1 N1 O3O2 N2

Data
Model

O = Old  Words
N = New WordsBlocked

O1 O2 O3 N1 N2 N3



1. Randomised (intermixed) trial order
c.f. confounds of blocked designs (Johnson et al 1997)

2. Post hoc / subjective classification of trials
e.g, according to subsequent memory (Wagner et al 1998)
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Advantages of Event-related fMRIAdvantages ofAdvantages of EventEvent--related related fMRIfMRI



R R RF F

R = Words Later Remembered
F = Words Later Forgotten

Event-Related ~4s

Data
Model
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3. Some events can only be indicated by subject (in time)
e.g, spontaneous perceptual changes (Kleinschmidt et al 1998)
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3. Some events can only be indicated by subject (in time)
e.g, spontaneous perceptual changes (Kleinschmidt et al 1998)

4. Some trials cannot be blocked
e.g, “oddball” designs (Clark et al., 2000)

5. More accurate models even for blocked designs?
e.g, “state-item” interactions (Chawla et al, 1999)

1. 1. RandomisedRandomised (intermixed) (intermixed) trialtrial orderorder
c.f. confounds of blocked designs (Johnson et al 1997)c.f. confounds of blocked designs (Johnson et al 1997)

2. Post hoc / subjective classification of trials2. Post hoc / subjective classification of trials
e.g, according to subsequent memory (Wagner et al 1998)e.g, according to subsequent memory (Wagner et al 1998)

3. Some events can only be indicated by subject (in time)3. Some events can only be indicated by subject (in time)
e.g, spontaneous perceptual changes (e.g, spontaneous perceptual changes (KleinschmidtKleinschmidt et al 1998)et al 1998)

4. Some trials cannot be blocked4. Some trials cannot be blocked
e.g, “oddball” designs (Clark et al., 2000)e.g, “oddball” designs (Clark et al., 2000)

5. More accurate models even for blocked designs?5. More accurate models even for blocked designs?
e.ge.g, “state, “state--item” interactions (item” interactions (ChawlaChawla et al, 1999)et al, 1999)

Advantages of Event-related fMRIAdvantages ofAdvantages of EventEvent--related related fMRIfMRI
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Epoch vs EventsEpoch Epoch vsvs EventsEvents

• Though blocks of trials can be modelled as 
either epochs (boxcars) or runs of events…

… interpretation of parameters differs…

• Consider an experiment presenting words at 
different rates in different blocks:

• An “epoch” model will estimate 
parameter that increases with rate, 
because the parameter reflects 
response per block

• An “event” model may estimate 
parameter that decreases with rate, 
because the parameter reflects 
response per word

•• Though blocks of trials can be modelled as Though blocks of trials can be modelled as 
either epochs (boxcars) or runs of events…either epochs (boxcars) or runs of events…

… interpretation of parameters differs…… interpretation of parameters differs…

•• Consider an experiment presenting words at Consider an experiment presenting words at 
different rates in different blocks:different rates in different blocks:

•• An “epoch” model will estimate An “epoch” model will estimate 
parameter that increases with rate, parameter that increases with rate, 
because the parameter reflects because the parameter reflects 
response per blockresponse per block

•• An “event” model may estimate An “event” model may estimate 
parameter that parameter that decreasesdecreases with rate, with rate, 
because the parameter reflects because the parameter reflects 
response per wordresponse per word

β=3 β=5

β=9β=11

Rate = 1/4s Rate = 1/2s



1. Less efficient for detecting effects than are blocked designs 
(see later…) 

2. Some psychological processes may be better blocked 
(eg task-switching, attentional instructions)

1. 1. Less efficient for detecting effects than are blocked designs Less efficient for detecting effects than are blocked designs 
(see later…) (see later…) 

2. Some psychological processes may be better blocked 2. Some psychological processes may be better blocked 
((egeg tasktask--switching, switching, attentionalattentional instructions)instructions)

Disadvantages of Intermixed DesignsDisaDisadvantagesdvantages of of Intermixed DesignsIntermixed Designs
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Mixed DesignsMixed DesignsMixed Designs

• Recent interest in simultaneously measuring effects that are:

– transient (“item- or event-related”) 
– sustained (“state- or epoch-related”) 

• What is the best design to estimate both…?

•• Recent interest in simultaneously measuring effects that are:Recent interest in simultaneously measuring effects that are:

–– transient (“itemtransient (“item-- or eventor event--related”) related”) 
–– sustained (“statesustained (“state-- or epochor epoch--related”) related”) 

•• What is the best design to estimate both…?What is the best design to estimate both…?



A bit more formally… “Efficiency”A bit more formally… “Efficiency”A bit more formally… “Efficiency”

• Sensitivity, or “efficiency”, e (see later):

e(c,X) = { cT (XTX)-1 c }-1

• XTX represents covariance of regressors in design matrix

• High covariance increases elements of (XTX)-1

=> So, when correlation between regressors is high, 
sensitivity to each regressor alone is low

•• Sensitivity, or “efficiency”, e (see later):Sensitivity, or “efficiency”, e (see later):

e(e(c,Xc,X) = ) = { { ccTT ((XXTTXX))--1 1 cc }}--11

•• XXTTX represents covariance of X represents covariance of regressorsregressors in design matrixin design matrix

•• High covariance increases elements of (XHigh covariance increases elements of (XTTX)X)--11

=> So, when correlation between => So, when correlation between regressorsregressors is high, is high, 
sensitivity to each sensitivity to each regressorregressor alone is lowalone is low



Item effect only…Item effect only…Item effect only…

Efficiency = 565Efficiency = 565
(Item Effect) (Item Effect) 

Design Matrix Design Matrix (X)(X)

Blocks  = 40s, Blocks  = 40s, Fixed SOAFixed SOA = 4s= 4s

OK…



Item and State effectsItem and State effectsItem and State effects

Efficiency = 16Efficiency = 16
(Item Effect) (Item Effect) 

Design Matrix Design Matrix (X)(X)

Correlation = .97Correlation = .97

Blocks  = 40s, Blocks  = 40s, Fixed SOAFixed SOA = 4s= 4s

Not good…



Item and State effectsItem and State effectsItem and State effects

Efficiency = 54Efficiency = 54
(Item Effect) (Item Effect) 

Design Matrix Design Matrix (X)(X)

Correlation = .78Correlation = .78

Blocks  = 40s, Blocks  = 40s, RandomisedRandomised SOASOAminmin= 2s= 2s

Better!



• Visual stimulus = dots periodically changing in colour or motion

• Epochs of attention to: 1) motion, or 2) colour

• Events are target stimuli differing in motion or colour

• Randomised, long SOAs between events (targets) to decorrelate epoch 
and event-related covariates

• Attention modulates BOTH: 
– 1) baseline activity (state-effect, additive) 
– 2) evoked response (item-effect, multiplicative) 

•• Visual stimulus = dots periodically changing in colour or motionVisual stimulus = dots periodically changing in colour or motion

•• Epochs of attention to: 1) motion, or 2) Epochs of attention to: 1) motion, or 2) colourcolour

•• Events are target stimuli differing in motion or Events are target stimuli differing in motion or colourcolour

•• RandomisedRandomised, long , long SOAsSOAs between events (targets) to between events (targets) to decorrelatedecorrelate epoch epoch 
and eventand event--related covariatesrelated covariates

•• Attention modulates BOTH: Attention modulates BOTH: 
–– 1) baseline activity (state1) baseline activity (state--effect, additive) effect, additive) 
–– 2) evoked response (item2) evoked response (item--effect, multiplicative) effect, multiplicative) 

Mixed Designs (Chawla et al 1999) 



V5 Motion change under attention to 
motion (red) or color (blue)

V4 Color change under attention to 
motion (red) or color (blue)

Mixed Designs (Chawla et al 1999) 

State
Effect

(Baseline)

Item
Effect

(Evoked)




